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Pakistan´s Elite World Billionaires Economic Super Power Commanders 
 Must help Motherland 

London, 15.04.2020, 03:27 Time

USPA NEWS - Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK) and international community welfare activist is calling on and urging the
overseas billionaires and those billionaires in Pakistan to join forces to help their motherland Pakistan in the hour of need. Pakistan is
facing the most difficult of times and needs the help of the patriots to be able to fight this pandemic caused by the Corona Virus
Covid-19. The pandemic is crippling countries around the world. The victims are dying and if they are fortunate to survive, they are put
through a horrific ordeal. The Corona Virus has also caused horrendous havoc on the world's economy. Shazada Hayat said, The
world's richest economic super power countries are at breaking points, despite having huge medical resources and they have also set
aside hundreds of billions,

of dollars to challenge this pandemic, the United States alone has set aside $2 trillion. Pakistan in comparison is a new country and
therefore is not able to match the world economic super power nations, That is the reason Pakistan has set aside a budget of $5
billion. This by no means is sufficient to help Pakistan fight and overcome this nightmare. Pakistan as a matter of urgency needs all the
help and support from its caring true patriots and sons of the soil to help their motherland in this hour of need. Whilst, the Pakistan
nation commends their Prime Minister Imran Khan for his initiative of launching the Prime Minister's Corona Vinus Relief Fund and
also mobilising volunteers under the title of "Pakistan's Tigers" to help Pakistan during this monumental crisis faced by the nation, this
is a great initiative by the prime minister of Pakistan and of course every little helps. The true fact is as well as the "Tigers," Pakistan
needs the "Lions," who are seen as the kings of the economic jungle. That is why Pakistan needs desperately the help of "The Elite
Economic Force- The Billionaire's," to come to the aid of their beloved motherland during this extreme Konree er´s.

Shazada Hayat went on to say, There are over 50 billionaires of Pakistan some well-known and some truly unsung heroes who have
been there for Pakistan throughout its history and stood steadfast with Pakistan just as their forefathers before them. t is time for the
prime minister of Pakistan to call upon the nation's formidahle economic commanders, The Elite Billionaires Force, such as Nasir
Schon (Dubai), Sadraddin Hashwani (Pakistan), Syed Babar Ali (Pakistank Rafiq M. (Pakistan), Hussain Dawood (Pakistan), Byran
Habib (Pakistan), Malik Riaz.

Avari (Pakistan), Sultan Ali Lakhani (Pakistan). Jahangir Tareen Khan (Pakistan), Aqeel Karim Dhedhi (Pakistan), Imran Chaudhry
(Dubai), Aleem Khan (Pakistan), Salman Iqbal (Dubai), Lal Chand (Pakistan/UK/ Dubai), Abdul Razak Dawood (Pakistan), Mian
Muhammad Mansha (Pakistan), Mian Muhammad Latif (Pakistan), Aneel Mussarat (UK), Shahid Khan (USA), Mohammad Zahoor
(Russia) and M. Habibullah Khan (Pakistan). The ordinary public have been left shattered emotionally and financially. Therefore, to
depend only on the working class for the necessary funds in these difficult times is not sufficient. In order to raise $40 million within in
ten days for the fund, it would be difficult to raise this in such a short time from ordinary members of the public.

However, if twenty patriotic billionaires donated just $2million each we would easily achieve $40 million in ten days. Since time is of the
essence the prime minister as well as calling on "The Tigers," must also call on "The Lions of the Nation," who are the greatest
economic force of Pakistan after the Pakistan armed forces. This is the gravest war ever faced by the nation. Pakistan with paramount
unity and faith in God will supersede all difficulties and hurdles and will be victorious in beating this enemy. The nation of Pakistan will
for eternity remember those who gave their best and everything in defence of their motherland Pakistan. It was for these difficult and
defining times the golden words of advice were left by the founding father of the nation Quaid-E- Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah when he
said, "When need you must do it with faith, unity and discipline, then there is no power on earth that can undo Pakistan," said Shazada
Hayat. you have to defend Pakistan.
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